Many famous attacks take web browsers as transmission channels to make the target computer infected by malwares, such as watering hole and domain name hijacking. In order to protect the data transmission, the SSL/TLS protocol has been widely used to defeat various hijacking attacks. However, the existence of such encryption protection makes the security software and devices confront with the di culty of analyzing the encrypted malicious tra c at endpoints. In order to better solve this kind of situation, this paper proposes a new e cient and transparent method for large-scale automated TLS tra c analysis, named as hyper TLS tra c analysis (HTTA). It extracts multiple types of valuable data from the target system in the hyper mode and then correlates them to decrypt the network packets in real time, so that overall data correlation analysis can be performed on the target. Additionally, we propose an aided reverse engineering method to support the analysis, which can rapidly identify the target data in di erent versions of the program. e proposed method can be applied to the endpoints and cloud platforms; there are no trust risk of certi cates and no in uence on the target programs. Finally, the real experimental results show that the method is feasible and e ective for the analysis, which leads to the lower runtime overhead compared with other methods. It covers all the popular browser programs with good adaptability and can be applied to the large-scale analysis.
Introduction
Currently, the incidents of malware attack occur so frequently as to cause the serious loss of data and property to internet users. Malicious code has presented new forms such as ransomware, phishing, and coin mining. Web browsers are the important sources of malware to infect the target computers. For example, users download and install software bundled with malicious codes from the third-party website, or users encounter phishing attacks and access the fake page, or the web browser loads a web page with vulnerability exploitation codes and triggers the infection of malware [1] . Meanwhile, the incorrect con guration of legitimate applications may also cause the ex ltration of privacy data. For terminal users, web browser is an important application in their work and life. Consequently, it is crucial to inspect the content of web pages in order to create a secure internet environment for computer users.
Moreover with the development and popularity of the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol [2] and its subsequent version Transport Layer Secure (TLS) [3] , lots of websites and client applications adopt the HTTPS protocol instead of HTTP [4] . It is based on TLS which can prevent the transmission of data from advertising hijacking and packet manipulation.
is also becomes the barrier of security information and event management (SIEM) systems. Although the TLS protocol is very secure in theory, there are many kinds of problems in its practical uses. e software which implements the protocol may have vulnerabilities, such as those of OpenSSL [5, 6] , and some insecure algorithms and cipher suites may cause the cipher text to be cracked [7, 8, 9] . Moreover, there may be Man-In-e-Middle (MITM) attacks in the authentication process, for reasons such as counterfeit certi cates [10] , certi cate veri cation bugs or lack of security consciousness [11, 12] . Actually the problems led by improper deployment of TLS protocol are more complicated than we thought, especially in the browser application and HTTP protocol [13, 14] . e security of TLS protocol is continuously improved in the confrontation between attack and defense, which has been shown in the draft of TLS version 1.3 [15] . Meanwhile, there are many enhanced mechanisms for TLS applications [16] , some of which are widely used in practice, such as HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS) [17] , Public-Key Pinning Extension (PKPE) [18] , Certificate Transparency (CT) [19] , and so on.
In this situation, the firewall based on packet filtering cannot make deep analysis on the packet content. One better solution is to choose, model, and classify the plain information in the TLS connections with training, such as the handshake fingerprints [20] and then to pick out the malicious traffic in the real environment [21] . is method can only discover the abnormal TLS connections, but fails to identify the web page which contains malicious payload because the packet is not decrypted. Another solution is to interpose a TLS proxy in the communication, which is more general in security software and devices. First, adding a trusted Certificate Authority (CA) in the system and configuring the network proxy, when the browser makes a TLS handshake, it will generate a specific certificate for the request domains, and it is signed with the installed certificates beforehand [22] . In this case, trusted and auditable connections will be established. Actually, this method is very suitable for web browsers but not general since many software implement the TLS protocol in a custom manner, also with the certificate or public key pinning. Besides, proxy will delay the network transmission which can be detected by both the client and server, and the incorrect proxy configuration may cause serious security problems [22, 23] . Function hook is also an approach to network data analysis, but it would interrupt the workflow of the program. Additionally, hooks will meet the challenge of program version diversity. ere are also some good tools for manual analysis which depend on proxies, such as Fiddler and mitmproxy [24, 25] . Wireshark is also helpful when the master key of TLS session can be obtained and imported [26, 27] , but it depends on the special configuration of the target program and also lacks the full automation. e plugins of browsers can also help to analyze the web page content, which do not have the capability of raw packet manipulation and have compatibility issues. From the perspective of attacks, the aggressive methods have limitations, and they will be ineffective due to vulnerability patches. Nowadays, in that the security of TLS is improved, the attack approach cannot make a persistent traffic analysis. It is common that the browser triggers the vulnerability and malware installation when users are working on the internet; hence, traffic analysis needs to be deepened in order to block the malicious code ahead.
In general, the existing methods are inefficient for the large-scale analysis in real time, which also depend on the modification of the target program or system. e analysis is limited to the decryption and isolated from the data analysis in the system perspective. In accordance with the above situations, we deeply research the mechanism of different browsers and analogous programs. en, we propose the hyper TLS traffic analysis method, named as HTTA, which attempts to analyze the TLS traffic from a new perspective. It aims at the efficiency, transparency, large-scale, automation, and real-time analysis. e key idea is that it extracts the session information from the process space of browsers and then correlates it with multiple types of data and works in real time, so that further correlation analysis can be performed on the decrypted packets. e proposed information extraction method and data analysis pattern can cover the popular web browsers on multiple platforms and overcome the challenge of real-time analysis, without depending on the trusted certificates and hooking methods.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
Firstly, we propose a new efficient automated method and its corresponding framework for large-scale TLS traffic analysis of the browsers; it is also suitable for programs which have the homogeneous crypto infrastructure. e method collects and correlates multiple types of online data with noninvasive mode, which can perform real-time transparent analysis. It carries both efficiency and security and can be deployed flexibly. Secondly, we propose a new session information extraction method based on the session cache and the characteristic of low fragmentation heap, which can cover the popular web browsers. Additionally, for coping with the version diversity of programs, the instruction similarity matching method with the constraint of graph path is further proposed to locate the key variable and function, to help extract the relevant session information.
irdly, we give a prototype implementation on Windows platform and analyze its essential links. e framework has a simple structure for fast installation and deployment, and it can be used in the further development of the automated analysis system for TLS traffic in the real environment. Finally, this proposed method is verified by experiments with multiple types of browsers in reality. e experimental results demonstrate that the method can perform precise and efficient analysis with the lower performance overhead and also make no interruption to the workflow of the target program at the same time. e rest of the paper is organized as follows. e related work is reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 describes the proposed method and analysis approaches in detail. Section 4 shows the key points of implementation. e conducted experiments and results are demonstrated in Section 5. Section 6 gives the discussions, and Section 7 concludes the work.
Related Work
ere are a lot of research work about the attack and defense techniques of browsers and traffic analysis, and some related work with this paper are as follows. between the browser and server. It utilized the weakness of cipher block chaining (CBC) mode in the TLS protocol [8] . Rizzo et al. proposed the CRIME attack [7] , which tried to guess the key request data such as cookies in the TLS channel exploiting the weakness of TLS compression method. Fardan et al. proposed the Lucky irteen attack which used a timing attack against the CBC encryption mode [9] . Padding Oracle [28] , BREACH [29] , so on are similar attacks. ese attacks are complex, most of which need to inject the attack code into the victim's browser and send large requests to the web server. ey also depend on the specific protocol versions. [32] , which amplified the threat of MITM attacks by poisoning the browser cache for persistence after the user ignores the warning of illegal certificates. Sherry et al. proposed BlindBox [33] , which was a deep packet inspection (DPI) system based on encryption traffic, whereas a new protocol and encryption scheme needed to be designed. Similarly, searchable encryption is widely discussed in the cloud storage, outsourcing, and so on [34] . But it may have difficulties to fully secure network communications, for example, the encryption efficiency is low, and anyone on the network route can search the content by keyword guessing. Even though, from the perspective of traffic analysis, it is difficult to understand the semantics of the whole communication through some searches only.
Proxy and Traffic
Durumeric et al. probed into the impact on HTTPS by security software and network devices [23] . It pointed out that web servers could detect these behaviors, and the interception might weaken the security of original TLS connections. Carnavalet and Mannan designed a framework for analyzing the TLS proxies on the client, which could uncover the security risks introduced by these interception tools [22] . However, these research studies showed that the network proxy might cause the security problems, and similarly malicious code could also disrupt the proxy configuration with the same method. In this paper, HTTA does not act as a TLS proxy so as to avoid raising security problems. It is transparent to the both sides of the communication.
Memory Data Extraction. Dolan-Gavitt et al. proposed the virtual machine introspection (VMI) framework Tappan
Zee (North) Bridge which could analyze the memory data [35] . e keyfind plugin is used to search master keys in the memory, and it tries to decrypt and validate the packet by using the each 48-byte data as a master key. Similarly, Taubmann et al. proposed TLSkex which could also extract master keys of TLS connections based on VMI technology [36] , and it used a brute force together with some heuristic approaches based on searching in a memory snapshot. Feng et al. proposed ORIGEN [37] , which was applied to get the data structure profiles in the new versions of the software based on the knowledge on its old version. It is helpful to solve one of the problems in our framework. We also propose another solution to solve the location problem of pivotal functions and variables.
Page Content Analysis. Vadrevu et al. proposed a new
web browser with the forensic engine named ChromePic [38] , which could record and reconstruct the process of common web attacks based on Chromium. Jayasinghe et al. proposed a novel dynamic approach to detect drive-by download attacks [1] , and it can monitor the bytecode generated by a browser in real time with low performance overhead. Studies based on the page content analysis fall on the next step of our research, and some can be integrated into the proposed framework in this paper.
In general, compared with the existing research work, we mainly focus on the efficient automated TLS traffic analysis in the large scale, which will recover the original text in the encryption channel and make further data analysis. Moreover, we unwrap the network packets by correlating multiple types of runtime data, and will deal with the effect of decryption and the real-time analysis problems. e proposed method in this paper is applicable and scalable, which can be easily deployed in practice.
Method Description
3.1. Architecture Overview. Traffic encryption mechanisms improve the capability of data protection, while they weaken the security data analysis system. To address this, flexible and efficient schemes are needed for TLS traffic acquisition and correlation. Two questions should be considered which also motivates the research. One is: how to defend the vulnerability exploitations and malicious codes before the browser parses and renders the page? e thorough method is to analyze the content of network traffic continuously and extract the traffic characteristics to the host or network intrusion prevention system. e other is: how to improve the efficiency and reduce the impact on the target system while analyzing? It preferably needs the noninvasive approaches to ensure the security and real time. e overall architecture of HTTA is shown in Figure 1 ; it collects multiple types of data associated with the target programs in the hyper mode, for example, from the kernel space, hypervisor, or hardware device. e acquired data include processes, threads, active network connections, file operations, and TLS sessions on the target operating system. e network traffic is also collected and filtered, which can be performed in a bypass mode if there are no packet interception requirements. e noninvasive method is used which means it does not modify the executable module and configuration of target program, and also it does not intercept the original workflow which may lead to the failure of communication. Transparency means that the target program and remote server cannot directly detect the presence of the analysis. ere is another notable point, as seen from Figure 1 , that the dotted lines denote the appropriate interactions with the target system in the special case. For Security and Communication Networks 3 example, inject a thread into the space of target process to accomplish aided task. For the most cases, it is not requisite. e process information contains the process name, the executable file path, loaded modules, and process/thread environment block (PEB/TEB). According to the information, we can determine the target program together with its version and crypto infrastructure. e network connections mainly include the IP addresses and ports of target process referring to the TCP/IP protocol, which can be directly correlated with the network packets. e above data are acquired from the kernel space of the operating system; there have already been lots of research studies about that. e session information includes the essential key and related parameters for decrypting the traffic, which exist in the memory space of the target process, and we call it TLS session information (TSI). Actually, the former information is also in the memory space, which is managed by the system kernel. File handles refer to the files opened by the target program, and the file content can be further correlated with the decrypted network packets. e data correlation module first correlates the target program with the TLS traffic at the level of TCP/UDP stream, and later the correlation results will be sent to the inspection module for decryption and analysis. e packet filter module identifies the needed network traffic and can also perform preliminary analysis to extract the fingerprint of the crypto library. Besides, as denoted by the dotted line in Figure 1 , the module can decide whether or not to pend packets of the specific stream for a while until the extraction module obtains the associated TSI. is will be discussed below in this paper.
For further discussion, the proposed method also has good extensibility and compatibility. It is suitable for not only web browsers but also other programs, while the browser programs are widely used and relatively stable. We can construct the unified TSI extraction patterns for browsers, but it is difficult to cover other unknown programs, and then individual analysis is needed in advance.
HTTA is not limited to the platform; it can be applied to Windows, Linux, and others. It supports all the TLS versions, including old SSL and the newest TLS 1.3. Because the essence of symmetric encryption mechanism has not been changed, the handshake protocol changes enormously. e encryption mode such as stream cipher and block cipher has no influence on the method. Moreover, HTTA is convenient for engineering extension and deployment, for example, modules can be moved from the user space to kernel space, or to the outside of the system. On the other hand, it is helpful to migrate between operating platforms, for example, avoiding the platform interdependency of packet capture and memory access module. e number of external interfaces is reduced in order to keep it independent. In fact, we only need two interfaces which are memory read and network access.
Aided Packet Interception.
In the scenario of all the traffic can be decrypted in time, to ensure that we additionally introduce an additional interaction procedure between the packet filter and information extraction modules, as shown in Figure 1 . Because in particular situations, for example, the configuration of cache time has been modified, the session information will not be cached for a long time. When the packet filter module detects that the TLS handshake is finished, it notifies the information extraction modules and queues the next packets at the same time, as are shown in steps 1∼3 in Figure 2 . Information extraction module then extracts the required data, after which it notifies the packet filter module again, as are shown in steps 4∼5 in Figure 2 . e packet filter module continues to forward the previous packets in the waiting queue, as are shown in steps 6∼7 in Figure 2 . erefore, under this mechanism, it is for sure that information extraction modules can obtain the session information through the control of network packet forwarding. With the possible little cost of network delay, we should avoid the TCP timeout. In this mode, the session information and subsequent packets will be transferred to the decryption and analysis module for further process. Another waiting point can be set when packet filter module waits for the notification of analysis module and then decides whether to drop the target connection or not. It does not occur in all the packets. Because a TLS record often consists of multiple TCP packets, the decision can be determined in the last packet of the record, even in the last packet of stream, for better optimization. Moreover, if HTTA works in the offline analysis mode, there would be no interception delay.
Deployment and Operating Modes.
For different application scenarios, there could be three deployment modes of HTTA. In the first scenario, the analysis framework is installed on the local system, and it can be extended based on further development or integrated with other security analysis components. e second scenario is in the virtualized environment; the analysis framework is deployed in the hypervisor component and then can analyze the TLS traffic of programs on the VMs. In the third scenario, it is deployed on the access point of internal network just as the firewall.
As shown in Figure 3 , in the first case, HTTA is divided into the user mode and kernel mode module. e TSI extraction and packet capture module are in the kernel mode; data decryption and analysis can be in the user mode, which is convenient for further development according the specific requirement. In the second scenario, all modules are stayed in the hypervisor, and it is out of the band and fully transparent to the target system. Furthermore, data from different VMs can converge into one process node in this case. For the above cases, the network packets are collected in the kernel of the target system, which would intervene the target communication to some extent, but it only forwards the packet without unwrapping and wrapping. In the third scenario, a proxy module should be deployed on the target computer, and then the TSI obtained by the proxy module will be sent to the local firewall together with the network traffic. At this moment, the packets can be collected by port mirroring of the network device, which does not introduce any direct interceptions. For different deployment modes, the core logic of HTTA is the same, so the prototype below concentrates on the first deployment mode.
Additionally, HTTA can be configured with audit mode or interception mode which is suitable for traffic audit and real time analysis. In the audit mode, the framework only considers the integrity of TSI. While real time is necessary in the intercept mode, it can block and replace the target content. For accomplishing the TLS packet filtering according to the designed framework, there are several influence factors. First, the TSI extraction works based on the dynamic environment, not on the offline memory dump, and the precise should be ensured. Second, TSI and network packet could be correlated since they are obtained in the separated process. Finally, correlation and decryption should be finished in a short time for real-time analysis. We will give further description and discussion in this paper and then analyze and validate that by real experiments.
Challenges and Countermeasures
(a) TSI Extraction. ere are some searching techniques in the memory, such as Magic number and debug symbols. However, it will cause high performance overhead when searching in the large address range.
To overcome this, we propose an optimized method. Some browsers support log mode which can output TLS master key into a file [26] , but this should modify the runtime configuration, and it is not general. Finally, we propose an efficient method of extracting TSI in the process memory of browsers, which covers all popular browsers. It will bring convenience to information extraction together with data structure analysis. (b) Version Change. e minor version of browsers may change frequently, and it will cause the binary layout changing because of recompilation. e critical data extraction depends on the reverse engineering of target binary program. In fact, most applications including web browsers are not obfuscated. HTTA only depends on several binary features, if we can locate the address of some functions and then can extract TSI rapidly. We can choose some stable functions that reference the target variable, and expect they will be invariant if the program version updates. We adopt the method of semiautomation to solve the changing problem of the version with consideration of practice. (c) Real Time and Overhead. In HTTA, the TSI extraction thread runs in the kernel space or out of the system, and it will continuously access and control process memory better. e TSI extraction module cooperates with the packet filter module, and it works when the connection is established and stops if the connection is closed; it can reduce the rate of CPU usage. On the other hand, we can properly delay the speed of packet forwarding by the packet filter module, and consequently extend the duration en, the extraction modules will have enough time to obtain the session information.
Security Issues and Analysis.
No additional trusted root certificates are installed in the system; therefore, the related security risks do not exist, and, for example, the corresponding private key is stolen or cracked. e proposed solution only inspects the network traffic in real time without preserving the data, which will be deleted after the analysis. e potential risk is that the decrypted data can also be accessed by the malicious code if it would be. In this case, we can migrate the analysis code into the kernel which can prevent most of the nonrootkit malware. On the other hand, the memory protection method can also be used such as Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX). In fact, if the malware comprises the target system, it may directly extract the sensitive data from the target application or other resource storage more easily.
Meanwhile, the solution does not directly intervene the execution flow of target program, and it reduces the impact of uncertainties. Network packet forwarding is the only intervention. When packets are collected by the kernel module, the module should be minimized and safely developed. In the audit mode, it has a minimal effect on the network communication of target program. In the interception mode, additional daemon threads can be created to watch the process of packet forwarding, so that it can handle the connection timeout in time due to the exception of the analysis system.
Approaches of the TSI Extraction.
e procedure of TSI extraction contains two parts: one is to extract the classes or structures which are related to the target TSI, and the other is to extract the internal member information of the structures above. We can extract these data from the process memory space of programs, but need to obtain the structure location and member offsets of TSI, depending on the binary or source code analysis preliminarily. For example, we can obtain the TLS session structure according to the source code of OpenSSL, which is defined as SSL_session. It contains the master key which is the critical data for the encryption and decryption according to the TLS specification, and then we can decrypt the packets based on that. So, the main goal in the extraction is the data structure like above.
According to the stipulations of the RFC documents, TLS protocol consists of key exchange and data encryption transmission, and the latter uses symmetric encryption mechanism. In other words, the both ends of communication hold the symmetric key information. e client end also holds the key information while the connection is alive. Moreover, the TLS protocol supports the session resumption for improving efficiency, using session ID (SID) or session ticket to identify the connection. So, the client program would cache the session information in the memory for resumption with the above ways.
Overview of Typical Browsers.
We focus on the browser programs on the Windows platform, which is widely used and vulnerable in the developing countries.
ere are abundant applications but a few web browsers with high market penetration on personal computers, which are Chrome, Firefox, IE, Edge, Safari, and Opera [39] . Other browsers, such as Maxthon, 360, and Sogou, are all built on the core engines above.
First, although the network modules of browsers are slightly different, they all adopt the multiprocess architecture in the newest version. For Chromium-based browsers, the main process is in charge of network communication, so the TLS data transfer is in the separated process, and Firefox is similar. e development of Safari on Windows has been stopped. e version on Mac OS uses a separate process to process network communication. Unlike other browsers, the network data are processed separately in each render process in IE series.
Second, the web browsers have different TLS implementations. Chrome and Opera based on Chromium use the BoringSSL which is a fork version of OpenSSL [40, 41] , and Firefox maintains its own implementation named network security services (NSS). Safari uses Apple Secure Transport and coreTLS libraries. IE and Edge have part implementation in the schannel and wininet library. Most of the other browsers are the integration of the above-mentioned facts. In fact, other forks of OpenSSL such as LibreSSL are similar in the aspects of this paper [42] . e basic information of TLS implementation of some web browsers on Windows is shown in Table 1 .
As the analysis shown above, although there are many differences between the TLS implementation for kinds of browsers, the TLS session information is managed by the specific module loaded in the memory. erefore, we can extract the session data from the process memory space. It is also suitable for other programs which are built on the analogous crypto libraries of TLS.
Data Extraction.
Due to the session resumption mechanism, modern web browsers always link the session structures together and cache them in the relative fixed memory region. en, these chained structures are referenced by some global variables, in which the popular browsers and derivatives all have such characteristics. So, if we can locate the addresses of target global variables, then the session information can be extracted rapidly by traversing the hierarchy structures. We describe the TLS cache management for the main browsers below.
Chrome does not use the internal cache method provided by BoringSSL or early in OpenSSL. It manages the TLS cache externally, which defines the class SSLClientSes-sionCache [40] . When the TLS handshake initializes, the browser tries to look up existing session in the cache list and insert new session into the cache list when handshake finishes. e cache structure is ssl_session_st which contains established time, resumption information, cipher parameters, and so on. e cache list uses std::list to manage the session structures. Class SSLClientSessionCache is referenced in the class SSLContext which is defined as a singleton. is implies that the SSLContext pointer is stored in the binary as the global variable. Opera and other browsers which are built on Chromium have the same case.
Firefox defines the static pointer cache in sslnonce file [43] , and it points to a double-link list structure. e structure is sslSessionID which contains accessed time, session ID, master key, and so on. It should be noticed that the master key is not stored in the form of plaintext and encrypted through the Public-Key Cryptography Standards (PKCS). So, we need to obtain the symmetric key used by PKCS beforehand and then decrypt the extracted session information.
Safari defines the variable _gSessionCache in the Security and coreTLS libraries, which points to a double queue. e cache structure also contains the master key and session resumption information.
e TLS interfaces of IE and Edge are encapsulated in the schannel library, among which the SslContextList variable points to the TLS cache information in the process memory of the browser. When the TLS handshake between the client and server is finished, the system derives the read key, write key, and other parameters from the master key and then stores them into the CSslUserContext class which is linked by SslContextList. Meanwhile, the link list GlobalObjectList and GlobalServerInfoList in the wininet library caches the current socket information and also have relations with SslCon-textList. A sketch is shown in Figure 4 , the needed data is stored in the structure CSecureSocket and CSslUserContext. erefore, we can get precise ports and key information in the memory for the IE, Edge, and other IE core-based browsers.
As known from the analysis, the popular browsers all have the global variable which points to the TLS session cache information. So, if we can locate the variable first, all existing TSI can be traversed rapidly.
Additionally, if the session cache data is flushed or the lifecycle of session is too short, we may not obtain the corresponding TSI in time. As a supplement to satisfy the special requirement, we also propose the rapid TSI extraction method based on the low fragmentation heap (LFH) mechanism [44] , to locate the target in the limited memory region.
e operating system provides a special memory management scheme for the memory allocation with small sizes which is named as LFH on Windows. Actually, some applications or libraries also have the similar custom implementations, such as Firefox, and we all call it LFH here.
e key of LFH is that the similarly-sized memory blocks are allocated from the same memory bucket by using the bucketing scheme. As shown in Figure 5 , when the allocation with specific size is committed, the memory block will be allocated via the corresponding bucket from the preallocated memory chunks. For the structure that contains the TSI, the allocation size belongs to the scope of LFH. e size of target structure nearly remains stable in different versions of the same program and is easy to obtain. When the version of target program is known, the allocation of the structure that stores TSI will be bound to the certain bucket. For example, as shown in Figure 5 , the size of target structure is 400 bytes and allocated from bucket #25; then, we only focus on this bucket continuously. erefore, when the TSI cannot be obtained by the method above, we can extract the fields such as port, session ID, or session ticket from the network packet and then match the target structure in the preacquired memory blocks of the corresponding bucket. It should be noted that the LFH bucket should be activated before it takes over the allocation of the corresponding size for the LFH of operating system. e bucket is activated if the number of allocations for the bucket allocation size has reached a small value, and it can be easily satisfied for browser programs. It can be forcedly activated in the worst case by injecting the specialized thread, as shown in Figure 1 .
Furthermore, if the target structure that contains TSI is unknown, and the reverse engineering and debugging are difficult to perform on the target program, the brute force Security and Communication Networks method can be used first to determine the size and location of the target structure [36] . en, the TSI can be rapidly obtained according to the LFH for the subsequent analysis in the wide range.
Locating the Variable and Structures.
We divide the acquisition of global variables that point to the sessions into two cases, one is that the binary program has abundant debug symbols, and the other is contrary. If the debug symbols of the binary program can be accessed, such as IE, Edge, and Firefox, we could quickly obtain the offset value of the target variable according to the debug symbol. In that case, the impact of version change can be reduced. For the latter case, we should extract the offset to the module base by reverse engineering. One simple method is to locate the target address by the reference of constant strings; it is effective in some cases, but not universal. en, we introduce the semiautomated method to ease the burden of reverse engineering because the variable can be located through the functions which reference it. When the address of related function is known in one version of the program, we could obtain the similar information from other versions. Two approaches can be applied, one is the graph matching based on the control flow graph (CFG) of the target function [45] , and the other is proposed here, named as instruction similarity matching with the constraint of graph path (ISMCP). e former is widely used in the research of malware detection and binary program similarity detection [46, 47] . But in this paper, we only find the specific function and do not make comparisons on the entire binary program. It can make an accurate match when the CFG of target function has few changes in the new versions. e latter chooses the key path of the CFG to calculate the path similarity between different versions, with the purpose of picking out the target function when the CFG has major changes. It is fuzzy compared with the former. In the first place, both the two methods statically disassemble the target program and generate the CFG for all functions of the program.
(1) Locating the function by CFG matching. CFG is a directed graph, G � (V, E), where V is the vertex set of the graph and E is the edge set of the graph, e CFG analysis is widely used in compiler optimization and program analysis. Here, this method builds and models the CFG of target function and then locates new target based on the graph isomorphism check.
Definition 1 (subfunction CFG (SCFG)).
e CFG G f of subfunction F is a tuple.G � (V, E, VE, VX, LABEL V, LABEL E), where V is the set of basic blocks, E ∈ V × V which is the set of edge, VE denotes the entry block of the function, and VX is the exit block. LABEL V is the label function of vertexes, which maps each basic block into a positive integer. Similarly, LABEL E is the label function of edges. en, we define LABEL V as LABEL V � SIZEOF (v)∓r, v ∈ V, where the function SIZEOF is used to calculate the total instruction bytes of the basic block and r is an error parameter which is introduced to extend the match range. We do not give the definition of E, in order to reduce the matching restrictions. Furthermore, one can limit the vertex number of graph to increase the accuracy in the matching, or match with the subgraph G f ′ instead of the graph G f to increase the coverage in the other versions of target program.
When we have the CFG G f1 of target function in the specific version of binary program, then attempt to find G f2 in the other version, G f1 and G f2 , is isomorphic. Graph isomorphism is a nondeterministic polynomial time (NP) problem, but CFG has some particular favorable conditions. It has fixed entry vertex, and each vertex has at most two outgoing edges, while the jump tables are an exception. Actually, the case of jump tables can be recognized easily. e VF2 algorithm is adopted [48] , and the computation time based on CFG matching will be short in practice. When the change between different versions is slight, the CFG match method can locate the target function precisely. But the graph isomorphism restricts the relationship of edges, and it would expose the limitations when some edges of the CFG of the corresponding function are broken in the new version of program.
(2) Locating the function by ISMCP. For the purpose of locating the target function in the new version when the CFG of target function has major changes, we propose the ISMCP method which can be helpful to extract the target function.
and vertexes in the order are different from each other. k is the path length.
where S and T are two paths, PATH LEN is the function of calculating path length, and PATH LEN(S) ≤ PATH LEN(T), vs i ∈ S, vt i ∈ T, 1 ≤ i ≤ PATH LEN(S). LCS LEN is a function which calculates the length of the longest common string (LCS) [49] , LEN calculates the length of the string, MAX returns the maximum value of arguments, and function STR converts the basic block into a byte sequence.
While the program version updates, some codes of the specific function may also change in the new version, which would cause the change of CFG. As shown in Figure 6 , the two CFGs are not the same, but there is the same execution path, 020112. If the path length is short, we can also measure the similarity of two paths by computing LCS, instead of direct comparison. We expect that the function of the new version preserves part execution features compared with the old one, and they can be found by the matching of instruction sequences. If the similarity between the new and original functions is low, we consider that they do not have the correspondence. In that situation, we need to choose the function in the new version as the template instead, expect to still find the corresponding one in the subsequent versions of the program. e detailed steps of ISMCP are described as follows:
Step 1: selecting the matching paths. First, we choose some matching paths in the target function of the initial version, which can represent the vital execution flow of the function; meanwhile, take the entry block of the function as the starting point of paths and confirm the path length k (suggest k ≤ 12). If k is too large, the capability of matching will decrease, and the path number will grow exponentially. When paths are confirmed, we continue to label the edges of each path, and the label function is as follows: 
If the jump condition is FALSE from block v i to v i+1 , label v i , v i+1 is marked as 0 and marked as 1; on the contrary, in other cases, it is marked as 2. Finally, we get the set of path templates PT � P i | 1 ≤ i ≤ k . Figure 6 shows two same paths which belong to different CFGs.
Step 2: generating the byte sequences. We should convert the basic blocks into integer values. Before this, we map all the instructions of the architecture to 16-bit integers, and build a mapping table in advance. en, instructions of each basic block will be translated to the byte sequence, as shown in Figure 7 . is can preserve the semantic feature of the target function and ignore the influence of specific registers and memory addresses.
Step 3: calculating the path similarity. Export all CFGs of functions in the target executable and traverse all the CFGs successively based on depth first search algorithm. In the traversal process of each CFG, we check the edge label of each path until the end of the path. For one path, if all the label values are matched with the Security and Communication Networks 9 path template, we calculate the path similarity of both. As mentioned above, the LCS method can also be used in the matching. Otherwise, we continue to traverse until all path templates are checked or the entire CFG is walked through. e detailed procedure is shown in Algorithm 1.
Step 4: sorting all similarity values. When all the CFGs in the target binary program are traversed, lots of similarity values will be generated. en, we sort these values in descending order and show the results together with the address of each function. Finally, we pick out the top similarity values of each path template for further analysis.
We expect that the above method can assist with the rapid locating of the target function when part of the code changes in different versions of the program, especially when the structure of CFG changes greatly. e complexity of path similarity generation algorithm is O(M * N * 2 k ), where M is the total number of the CFG in target program, N is the vertex number of the CFG, and k is the length of path. In reality, the CFG structure is sparse, so when k is small and the root node is fixed, the method can be executed efficiently.
Offset of the Structure Member.
Another problem is to extract the members of structure when the starting address of chained structures is located. It is easier for programs which are open source or have abundant debug symbols. One can clearly see the internal variables and understand the logic, or calculate the member offset in a structure according to the variable type of the source code. For the common binary program, static manual reverse analysis is a timeconsuming job. Similar to the location of the target structure, we can first determine the function that references the member or parses the entire structure. en, the specific version of target program is selected as the initial template to obtain the information of other versions. On this basis, we can rapidly examine the changes of member offsets when the program version updates.
Another aided method is to debug and analyze the target program dynamically. So, we can develop and set a local TLS server program based on the modified OpenSSL, so that the TSI of each connection would be known, and it can be replayed in addition. e target program is then started and connected to the local server. When the TLS handshake completes, the address of corresponding TSI is also determinate. en, in the memory space of the browser, we can recursively search the byte sequence of the member of target structure to get the offset value. e procedure can be automatically accomplished. e example diagram is shown in Figure 8 ; we locate the master key parameter in the session structure.
ere may be the recursive search since sometimes the byte array is referenced by a pointer or referenced by the pointer to pointer. e more layers the recursion have, the more uncertain and complicated it would be. For example, in the structure ssl_session_st, the buffer of the master key locates in the memory region of the current structure, but the ticket member is in the buffer referenced by the pointer tlsext_tick of the structure [40] . In general, when the offset information in the specific version is known, it would have few changes in other versions. Based on this assumption, the extraction of member offset of the structure can be automated to some extent. Besides, we should extract enough information from the target structures in order to achieve the analysis of TLS traffic. For the cipher mode of CBC, the master key or read/ write key is needed, and the hash message authentication code (HMAC) is also needed. e initialization vector is the last bytes of the last cipher text which can be obtained in data packets. For the Galois counter mode (GCM) mode, the master key is enough; otherwise, another value Salt is needed, comparing with the CBC mode. Because Salt is an implicit nonce while the explicit nonce is transferred through the network; both are then combined into a single nonce value according to the TLS specification. e additional authentication data (AAD) can also be obtained from the network packet.
Data Correlation.
First, all kinds of acquired data would be correlated in order to accurately decrypt the TSL traffic of the target program. en, the unwrapped plaintext can be correlated with the files that the target process has opened, to examine if there exists the data exfiltration. e fields that data correlation depends on are shown in Figure 9 , where the field plaintext represents the decrypted content of the network packet. Besides, for the case that the process information is fuzzy, the fingerprint extracted from the handshake packets can also be used to determine the crypto library loaded by the target process. e TLS session is established upon the TLS connection; therefore, one TCP stream may contain several TLS sessions, but each data packet only corresponds to one TLS session. We deal with the packets according to the TCP stream and build the mapping to TSI for each segment of the TCP stream. As shown in Figure 10 , the handshake messages are the dividing point. When the TLS handshake is finished, the decryption task of the current session will be started. Moreover, due to the session resumption mechanism, one TSI can also correspond to many TCP streams. As denoted Input: e set of CFGs in target binary program, CFG_SET. e set of path templates, PT Output: e set of path similarity values, SV_SET 1: function PathSimGenerator(CFG_SET, PT) 2: for graph in CFG_SET 3:
Initialize an array variable, stack 4:
Append first node of graph to stack 5:
while stack is not empty 6:
Pop the top item n from stack 7:
Load instruction sequence of n 8:
Get current path path_c and its label sequence label_c from stack 9:
if the length of stack is equal with length of path_c and p in PT has the same label with path_c then 10:
s_value � PATH_SIM(p, path_c) 11:
Insert s_value into SV_SET 12:
Remove n from stack 13: else 14:
Load neighbors of n into n_nbs 15:
if b in n_nbs is not visited then 16:
if b is not in stack then 17:
Append in the dotted box in Figure 10 , some fields would be extracted from the handshake messages, and after that the further correlation continues.
Since the TSI and network packets are obtained, respectively, and the TSI may not contain all elements needed by decryption, next we discuss how to correlate them in time. According to the RFC document, for each TLS record, the integrity needs to be verified at both ends of communication. With the cipher key, we can determine the corresponding TLS record by trying decrypting and verifying the record. At worst, we need to verify each record with all the extracted cipher keys, but the cost will rise when the number of keys increases. In the offline mode, it is still an effective method, though. In fact, we should consider the following cases.
(1) TSI contains the IP address and port. It is the perfect case because all the packets and TSI can be directly correlated by the IP and port. Of course it should be limited in a reasonable time period because the client port may be reused when the associated TCP connection is closed. (2) TSI contains the resumption information. e basic resumption information includes session ticket and session ID, and the ticket is more widely used by servers than session ID currently. With the resumption information, the TSI can be correlated with the packet easily in most cases. e resumption information can be extracted from the TLS handshake packet Server Hello and New Session Ticket and the extension of Client Hello. However, there would be many connections with the same resumption information but corresponding to different TSIs. Because the session key derivation depends on the random numbers of the handshake packets, which may be updated in the new TLS session. In this case, we should try to decrypt and verify TLS record by the set of TSIs which contains the same resumption information.
(3) TSI contains the time information. If the TSI only contains the last accessed time, meanwhile it does not contain any resumption information. In this case, we can set a time period and try to decrypt and verify the record with the TSI within this period. As is shown in Figure 11 , when one record occurs, the period around the current time is chosen as the validation window. erefore, in the short period of time, the number of TSIs used for trying is limited. (4) TSI contains nothing except the key. Since there is no assistant data, we need to perform decryption and verification on each TLS record with all the TSIs. As is mentioned above, it will cause network delay. erefore, when the TSI is extracted we should append the acquired time, and then the correlation will be converted to the case in the last paragraph.
Prototype Implementation
We implement a prototype of HTTA on Windows platform, in order to verify its feasibility. e extraction of global cache and structure member offset belong to the preliminary work before the framework running. We develop some plugins based on the IDA Pro 6.8 tool [50] . As is shown in Figure 12 , the prototype contains a kernel driver which captures the packets and extracts the TSI, an application in user mode that manages the I/O with kernel driver and decrypts the packets.
Information extraction module works as a kernel thread, which currently supports three types of browsers, Chrome, Firefox, and Edge. It also processes the additional encryption of Firefox. We can distinguish applications from each other by reading their process names. For Chrome and Firefox, the TSI is maintained in the parent process which has the same process name with child processes. It works on multithread mode, which creates several work threads beforehand. Multiple threads can cope with several browsers simultaneously. Moreover, TSI is stored in the render process for Edge, and multiple threads can improve its efficiency. We use hash table to store the extracted TSI and remove the duplicated item based on master key or send key. For the sake of performance we build several hash tables which takes port, ticket, session ID, and time as the hash key, respectively. e packet filter module is built on the Windows Filter Platform (WFP) [51] . By taking advantage of the character of the FwpsFlowAssociateContext function that it only processes the packets of the target processes and registering the callback function in FWPM_LAYER_STREAM_V4 layer, the module can process the payload directly without maintaining the TCP sequence. All the packets are captured and cloned and then sent to the uploading buffer. Packet filter module hangs up the packets, waits for the notification, and then decides to drop it or reinject into the protocol stack. e decryption module is implemented based on the OpenSSL library, which has multiple work threads and creates separate buffer queue for each TCP stream. It also parses the packet and extracts some parameters such as random number, and then derives key information based on TSI and required parameters. In practice, there is a special case that the client may send application data immediately after Client Key Exchange message in an initial handshake before it receives the New Session Ticket message from server at that moment. Hence, the sent payload cannot be correlated with TSI by the ticket. To cope with this situation, we create an additional buffer queue to decrypt them after the correlation is finished.
Experiments and Results Analysis
e experiments are performed on the desktop computer composed of Intel i7-6700 @ 3.40 GHz CPU, 24 GB memory and Windows 10 (1607) 64-bit. For the kernel driver testing, we also install VMware Workstation and create virtual machines with it. e configuration of virtual machine is 4 cores CPU, 8 GB memory and Windows 10 64-bit operating system. Meanwhile, another virtual machine is created for a local gateway, which has 2 core CPU, 1 GB memory, and Ubuntu 16.04 64-bit operating system. e main test browsers are 64 bit Firefox (65.0.1), Chrome (72.0.3626.81), and Edge (38.14393.1066.0), which can represent most of the cases.
Evaluation of the TLS Session
Lifecycle. First, we evaluate the lifetime of TLS sessions in the memory for different browsers in real life. e target browsers are executed with default configurations, and the network bandwidth of the experiment environment is 20 Mbps. We write a test script for automatically visiting the homepages of top HTTPS websites from Alexa, including 20 domestic and 10 foreign sites. e page will be immediately closed when it is fully loaded, and the experiment is repeated at least 10 times. en, we count the TLS sessions by the ticket and TCP port, and also develop hook plugins for browsers to obtain the time of allocation and free for each session object. Wireshark is used to capture the network packets. Finally, we analyze the duration of TCP connections and correlate them with TLS sessions. Even though these websites may change dynamically and there may be errors between different tests, it will not affect the result.
In each test, about one thousand TCP connections are established in the interval of ten minutes. e result is shown in Figure 13 , which is the average value based on the ten tests. It shows the lifetime distribution of TCP connections and TLS sessions in the real website access, where the left bar denotes the duration distribution of TLS sessions. Most sessions can exist for a long time, so that the extraction module has enough time to obtain the TSI from the memory in the bypass mode. It also has challenges for the session that exists less than 1 s. Besides, the duration of TLS session is associated with the TCP connection in theory, which is more obvious in Edge. e session objects in the process memory of IE and Edge can be released in time. Other sessions with long cache time are managed by the system process. Chrome and Firefox manage sessions by themselves. erefore, most TLS sessions exist in the memory for a long time, and the rest with short lifecycle can be released in time corresponding to the concurrent connections. As shown in the figure, in general the duration of most TLS session objects is long, especially in the case of mass data transmission, such as sending and receiving large files, so that the extraction modules have enough time to obtain them. Moreover, we find that Chrome do not release the session objects in time for most cases, and it may have the consideration of communication performance.
Effectiveness and Overhead Measurement.
en, we perform experiments on the real session extraction and packet decryption, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of HTTA. e extraction module extracts TSIs by traversing the cache information starting at the global variable pointer. It should be notified that the audit mode is used here, which means that we do not intercept and pend the packets; otherwise, this experiment may make no sense. We still choose three 64 bit browsers mentioned in the last section as the target programs and then install them in the virtual machine. Meanwhile, when the HTTA framework runs, the Wireshark and perfmon tool are used to capture network packets and obtain the processor time, respectively. e experiment is also repeated 10 times, while generating about one thousand connections each time, and then we calculate the average results. As shown in Figure 14 , the packet decryption rates are 96.45%, 99.07%, and 95.25%, respectively. e decryption rate is over 95% for each test browser, especially near 100% for Firefox. Further, we investigate the reason why the decryption does not cover all the TCP connections. One is due to the statistical method, for Chrome, it creates multiple concurrent connections at the same time, but only one corresponding session is reserved and actually cached, which occupies about 4% in all the captured connections. For Edge, some connections do not come from the render process but the frame process, such as the favicon request which does not belong to our concerns. e rest few connections have a very short time to live, and most of that do not have the substantial data transmission, so that they are not obtained due to the very short duration of session objects in the audit mode.
In addition, as can be seen that the average CPU usage rate is low in all the tests, within 5%. ose are the counting values, while the browsers open and render the web pages. For longer period, if the idle time is considered, it would lead to a lower average processor time. e CPU occupation mainly comes from the extraction and decryption module which are in the user space. Overhead of the packet filter module in the kernel space is negligible. Next, we evaluate the effectiveness of the matching method based on the low fragmentation heap; consider the extreme case that all the TSIs are obtained from the heap memory by searching. As mentioned above, if the handshake packets are pending in the communication, the corresponding session information can surely be obtained in the memory space, and what needs to be concerned is the overhead and time delay. We take Chrome as the example and choose the SSLClientSock-etImpl object as the target from which we can extract the TSI and TCP connection information all at once. en, we count and observe the time delay caused by packet queuing with different number of concurrent connections in the web page, respectively. In order to avoid the impact of network transfer, a local TLS server is created. As shown in Figure 15 , the page loading time does not increase obviously when the number of connections increases, and it is in the acceptable range. e main reason is that the number of concurrent connections of the browser is limited. While the number of connections grows, one traversal of the LFH chunks can obtain several target objects, and it is beneficial. Finally, the browser loads the page that generates 1000 http requests with the response size of 50 KB, and the processor time is recorded. e result shows that the processor time of entire system does not increase obviously because the extraction modules works on demand, not continuously. In fact, the search only occurs when the TSI is not obtained from the session cache.
Actually, the scenario above is common in the nonbrowser programs, which utilize the aforementioned TLS libraries to make secure communications. For example, some malicious programs communicate with the remote server based on the HTTPS protocol. It uses the WinHtt-pSendRequest function of the winhttp library to send data, which will be subsequently encrypted by functions in the schannel library before sending. e TSI can be easily located by magic string "Microsoft SSL Protocol Provider" in the heap memory while the handshake process is hung temporarily. So, the encrypted TLS traffic can be obtained stealthily without any preliminary analysis. en, we choose three structures from three browsers to evaluate the real matching effect. e structures are sslSessionID (0x188), ssl_session_st (0x198), and CSecur-eSocket (0x170), which contains the TSI information, respectively. e value in parentheses is the size of structure in the test version. In the experiment, we successively access the above-mentioned websites, the matching process continues, and the processor time is suppressed below 5%. e experimental results are shown in Table 2 . ere are lots of repetitive accesses to a small amount of memory blocks. After removing the duplicate addresses, the number of blocks that contain the target structures is limited. e matching process is efficient, and the time consumption can be negligible, although there are lots of nontarget blocks associated with the bucket, especially for Edge. One reason is that the new LFH heap is introduced on Windows 10, which is called segment heap [44] , and then more memory chunks would be traversed to obtain the target structures.
Comparison with Other Methods.
In the next experiments, HTTA is compared with Fiddler and mitmproxy, which are the widely used web analysis tool, to demonstrate the impact on the original communication of the method. Fiddler interposes a proxy to intercept the TLS connections of browsers, while mitmproxy is configured as the transparent mode. As is similar to the last section, we, respectively, download the page with different sizes from the local TLS server and obtain the page loading time from the development tool of the browser. As shown in Figure 16 , for the transfer of small page, the page loading time is near for different methods. But there may be errors in the loading time of around 10 ms because of the counter of operating system, as shown in the interval 10 KB∼100 KB. While the size of transferred packets grows, the impact on transfer delay by Fiddler and mitmproxy will increase obviously, and the impact of our method tends to be negligible. e average latency of each communication is about 5 ms, while the maximum is about 10 ms at worst. Because HTTA only needs to correlate the TSI with the connection, it only duplicates the packets and does not intercept the connection continuously. Mitmproxy maintains the TLS communications on both sides because of the transparent proxy; the initial handshake would cause a lot of time, and the handshake impact will be ignored while the size of packets grows. Fiddler causes the lower network delay than mitmproxy, since it uses web proxy protocol on the client side.
Another difference is that Fiddler captures and processes packets in the user mode, while HTTA currently captures packets in the kernel mode and sends to the upper module. e communication between the user mode and kernel mode module may cause time delay. If HTTA works on the offline mode, it would have no impact on communications.
Correlation Cost in the Extreme Case.
As aforementioned, it is easy to correlate TSI with the network connection in most cases by the connection port or session resumption information. In general, when the TLS handshake is finished, the related information can be rapidly extracted, so that the decryption can be started. e time spent of extraction is less than 5 ms. However, in the absence or loss of such information, it is necessary to try to decrypt and verify one record of TLS session to determine the relationship between the two. Specific methods are aforementioned. In this experiment, we choose some popular cipher suites of TLS protocol to evaluate and take OpenSSL as the crypto library even though it is not the optimal. As shown in Figure 17 , with the growth of key numbers the verification time does not increase drastically for different cipher suites. If the number of key materials is less than 100, the time required to achieve the correlation with TCP stream is about 5 ms. e time consumption of the GCM mode is lower than the CBC mode. In reality, few TSI is generated at the same interval of time. erefore, if the verification is needed, it is possible to keep the time overhead within a reasonable range. In the experiment, we use TLS 1.2 version because many websites do not support TLS 1.3. Actually, the new version only changes the handshake protocol, the symmetric encryption does not change, and it would not impact the result.
Localization of Target Objects.
To support the large scale application of HTTA, we also design the helper of locating target structures and variable which can reduce the additional overhead of reverse engineering. Here, we perform the experiments to demonstrate the effect. Because there are abundant debug symbols for Edge and Firefox, we first choose Chrome 32-bit as the target program. To obtain the cache variable, function SSLContext::GetInstance is used as the target for a test, from which the session structures can be referenced. e function in the version of 58.0.3029.110 is taken as the initial template. First, we try to get the target function by the traditional CFG matching. e base control flow graph is established, and two parameters described above, which are the matching error of the node label and the number of nodes, are also considered. en, it matches all the CFGs in other versions of the program, so that it can quickly locate the target. e results show that it can locate the function precisely for the latter consecutive versions, while fails to find target in some prior versions. In fact, there are few subtle differences between different versions that some sides of CFG have changed. It is a challenge for applying graph isomorphism search method in that situation. Even though the complexity of graph isomorphism search is high, the actual match time is controlled because of the special constraints. Besides, we can observe that when the match error of vertex grows, the match result grows drastically. is means the fuzzy match based on graph isomorphism does not work well here. en, we continue to measure the ISMCP method by the next experiment, and also take the function above as the target. But we use the function in the older version 51.0.2704.103 as the template, from which we select the paths. e length of path changes from 3 to 6, and the number of each generated path locates in the range from 1 to 5. en, the template is matched with all the functions of target version of the program by ISMCP. e result is shown in Figure 18 ; for each version of the program, we sort all the functions by their path similarities, from which we can see the obvious change in curvature. e target functions in different versions are in concentrated distribution, and hundreds of them rank within top 0.5%; it can still be observed clearly in the partial magnification which also bring some challenges for further analysis, although shrank the search scope. In addition, with the growth of path length, the number of generated similarity values goes down; meanwhile, the capability of locating target function also declines. e main reason is that the CFG of the above function has a too simple structure and few vertexes. erefore, we then choose another function DoVerifyCertComplete, which also changes in the different versions. Meanwhile, we can also obtain the target by one direct call reference in that function. e CFG of the function has around 20 vertexes, and structure is more complex. We choose the path length between 6 and 9, and the generated path number of each length varies from 16 to 30. e experiment steps are the same with the former one, and the result is shown in Figure 19 . Now, we can see an excellent match result. For each version of the program, the top function is the target function. Most of the target functions in different versions are located within top 20, which is a better result.
Besides, the fact as shown in Figure 20 , even the path number and length grows, the match time does not improve obviously. One reason is that the CFG structure is sparse, with the path length grows, the number of matched graphs will reduce, and the number of paths which can satisfy the constraint will also decrease. On the contrary, the number of matching operations increases when the path length is short. Additionally, because the module (Chrome.dll) that contains the target function consists of near 200 thousand functions, the process is hard to finish within the acceptable time range when the bindiff tool is used.
For the location of the structure members, we can use the same method. In the subsequent experiment, we choose the SSL_SESSION_dup function of Chrome, which references lots of session parameters, including master key. e version 65.0.3325.181 is used as the template to build the paths, and the path length is same as the above experiment. e result is shown as Figure 21 since the architecture of the function keeps stable in many versions; the top 10 functions are all the target function in the newer versions of target program.
Similarly, for Firefox, we can obtain the global cache variable by function ssl_DestroySID. In the next experiment, version 56.0.0 (64 bit) is used as the initial template to build the paths of ISMCP. en, we try to locate the same function in the programs with newer version number. e result is shown in Figure 22 , and the target function can be found in the top 5 values of the result for each newer version. en, function ssl3_FillInCachedSID is further used in the experiment, from which we can obtain the offsets of specific session parameters. As shown in Figure 23 , even though the similarities decrease in totality, the target can also be found in the top 10 of the results for version 58.0.2 and 60.0.2. But most matching values are located between the top 50 and 100 for version 65.0.1 and later, and then the difficulty of location is increased. It is better to update the matching template of the function due to the major structure change in the new versions.
Since the file size of module containing target functions is small for Firefox, we can perform the comparions by the bindiff tool. e result is not good, as shown in Figure 24 . For ssl3_FillInCachedSID, the desired functions in the newer versions are not recognized. Function ssl_DestroySID is located only in version 60, due to the few changes of that version.
In fact, compared with the address change of the global variable, the member offset of target structure remains more stable, as shown in Table 3 . In most cases, we only check whether the offset has changed in the new version.
Adaptation to the Program Change.
e proposed method can be applied to the analysis of the popular browsers, also including other browsers with the same kernel. Meanwhile, some programs use the browser as the web component, and the corresponding traffic can also be directly analyzed, for example, Weixin for Windows, Tencent video, Netease cloudmusic, and so on. Besides, some client programs of cloud disk use wininet library for the secure communications, which can also be directly analyzed. Furthermore, the address of the target global variable may change in different versions of the program due to the compilation. So, we need to construct the offset database of the target variable in advance. For the structure member, it generally changes when the version of program has the major change.
Moreover, we investigate the variation of the target object size, which is used in the experiment of traversing the LFH. As shown in Table 4 , the size can remain stable in different versions, which is sensitive to the major version changes. In practice, we can properly increase the search range to improve the adaptability.
Discussion
e proposed method is practical and universal, as it does not depend on vulnerabilities of the program and protocol. It is mainly applicable for browsers and analogous programs since we discover the uniform pattern of information extraction, and it is applicable for the programs which adopt the similar crypto infrastructure. But it is difficult to directly extract the session information for the program that has the personalized implementation of TLS protocol. In the situation, the individual reverse engineering work is needed to make the analysis cover the program. e version of browser program may change frequently; in most cases, we only need to check the variation with low cost, due to the semiautomated method. Little manual work is needed to ensure the accuracy in practice. But when the target function in the new version has major changes, we would spend much time to update the new function template to locate the target parameters. e noninvasive method of this paper means that it does not intervene the execution flow of target program. As mentioned above, the solution has the interception mode and audit mode. In the interception mode, few related handshake packets will be intercepted at the system kernel level, but there is no reassembly and decryption. Meanwhile, in the audit mode, the decryption rate may not reach the one hundred percent, but it can minimize the impact on the target system and application.
Besides, as a supplement, we also propose the extraction method based on the low fragmentation heap. When the amount of traffic of the program is small, the corresponding heap bucket may not be activated. If the bucket is needed to be forcedly activated, there would be the thread injection which slightly interferes with the target system.
For the standalone deployment, other security products may exist. Because the solution does not involve the function hooking methods, they can coexist. Moreover, as a defense solution, we can also add the related modules to the while list of security products.
While the Intel SGX is also a barrier to the solution, it has not been used by target programs. In that case, it needs to load the extraction code into the same enclave of the process when the target program initializes, which also causes the intervention. Because as a defense solution the module of HTTA can start in advance of other applications. One response solution on the Windows platform is shown in Figure 25 . When the target program calls the NtInitiali-zeEnclave function that corresponds to the EINIT privileged instruction, we load the enclave part of extraction module to the same enclave. In this case, the kernel function hooking is needed, and there are many stable methods.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a new TLS traffic large-scale automated analysis method for browsers and analogous programs, which is efficient and transparent to the programs. It extracts multiple types of data by several modes and correlates them together to accomplish the overall analysis of the target in real time. e experimental results have shown that the method can effectively capture and analyze all the packets, with the high decryption rate and low runtime overhead. Moreover, we propose the aided location method of targets to solve the program diversity problem, which can reduce the workload of binary analysis and support the framework.
In this paper, we mainly focus on the researching and performing experiments on the browser programs and would pay more attentions to other programs in the near future. Moreover, the automated method of binary reversing and parameter extraction should be continuously improved.
